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Abstract 

We evaluate the architectural support of collective 
communication operations on the IBM SP2, Cray T3D, 
and Intel Paragon. The MPI performance data are 
obtained f o m  the STAP benchmark experiments jointly 
performed at the USC and HKU. The T3D demonstrated 
clearly the best timing performance in almost all collec- 
tive operations. This is attributed to the special hardware 
built in the T3D for fast messaging and block data trans- 
fer. With hardwired barriers, the T3D performs the bar- 
rier synchronization in 3 p s, at least 30 times faster than 
the SP2 or Paragon. The startup latency of collective 
operations increases either linearly or logarithmically in 
three multicomputers. 

For short messages, the SP2 outperforms the Para- 
gon in the barrier, total exchange, scatter, and gather 
operations. Various collective operations with 64 KBytes 
per message over 64 nodes of the three machines can be 
completed in the time range (5.12 ms, 675 ms). The Para- 
gon outperforms the SP2 in almost all collective opera- 
tions with long messages. We have derived closed-form 
expressions to quantih the collective messaging times and 
aggregated bandwidth on all three machines. For total 
exchange with 64 nodes, the T3D, Paragon, and SP2 
achieved an aggregated bandwidth of 1.745,0.879, and 0. 
818 GByteds, respectively. These findings are useh1 to 
those who wish to predict the MPP performance or to 
optimize parallel applications by trade-offs between 
divided computation and collective communication. 
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1: Introduction 

Message Passing Interface (MPI) has become a com- 
monly accepted communication standard for specifying 
message-passing functions in programming multicomput- 
ers or clusters of workstations [23]. A collective messag- 
ing operation involves a group of software processes, 
residing in the same or different nodes, to call the same 
collective communication routine, with matching argu- 
ments. Typical collective operations are broadcast, 
gather, scatter, total exchange, barrier, reduce, scan @re- 
f~), etc. These operations provide a common interface for 
users to design their application codes. 

In the past, benchmark results of MPI were mainly 
focused on point-to-point communications. Only limited 
amounts of timing data of collective operations were 
reported for workstation clusters [26, 291, SP2 [lo, 3 I], 
Paragon 1221, Convex SPP 181, and T3D [6] .  Some bench- 
mark suites [ l l ,  141 have also report MPI performance 
results but lack of comparison among different machines. 

In this paper, we evaluate the architectural support of 
collective communication operations on three multicom- 
puters; namely the IBM SP2 at MHPCC [21], the T3D at 
Cray’s Eagan Center [l], and the Intel Paragon at SDSC 
[28]. We measured the elapsed collective messaging time, 
T(m, p ) ,  with various combinations of the machine size, p, 
and the message length, m. The machine size refers the 
number of nodes involved in a collective communication 
operation. The message size is measured by the number of 
bytes per message between a pair of nodes. 

The collective messaging time consists of two com- 
ponents: the startup latency, To@) and the transmission 
delay, D(m, p). The startup latency To is a function of p ,  
which captures the software overhead in establishing a 
collective operation over p processing nodes. The trans- 
mission delay D covers all the time needed for the mes- 
sage signals to flow through the hardware network and 
memory hierarchy. Therefore, D depends on both the 
message length m and the machine sizep. We shall report 
the measured values of these terms in subsequent sections. 

These two parameters are often used by application 
developers to estimate the communication overhead and 
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to reason about the optimization or parallelization strate- 
gies. To determine the ultimate performance of a collec- 
tive operation on a given network, the aggregated 
bandwidth, R, (p) in MByte/s is defined as the total num- 
ber of bytes communicated over all nodes during the data 
transmission period of a collective operation, when the 
message size approaches the infinity. This metric reflects 
the saturated condition or the maximum capability of a 
data communication network. 

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 provides the background on MPI collective 
operations and their testing conditions on three target 
machines. Section 3 formulates the performance model 
used. Section 4 shows the latency results and discuss their 
performance attributes. Section 5 presents the effects of 
message length on the collective performance. Section 6 
discusses the effects of machine sizes. Results on collec- 
tive messaging timing are presented in Section 7. Derived 
in Section 8 are the timing and aggregated bandwidth 
expressions obtained. Finally, we summarize the contri- 
butions of this work and offer suggestions for further 
work to improve MPI collective operations on message- 
passing multicomputers. 

Operations 

2: MPI Operations and Testing Conditions 

Function description 

Several implementations of MPI are available in the 
public domain, such as the CHIMPMPI [2], LAM [24], 
mpi++ [17], MPICH [20]. Many MPP venders have mod- 
ified from these MPI packages to have their own versions, 
optimized with respect to their own machine architecture. 
For examples, the CRI/EPCC MPI [6] is available on the 
T3D. The MPICH is currently ported on SP-2 and Para- 
gon. These MPI implementations offer a rich set of collec- 
tive operations as summarized in Table 1. In our 
experiments, the data structures used are always made 
small enough to fit in each node memory to avoid exten- 
sive page faults. The test program is written in standard C 
and the MPI primitives. No machine-specific library func- 
tions nor any assembly codes are used. The best compiler 
option to each given machine is always applied. Unless 
otherwise noted, the test programs were compiled with cc 
-0. The system resource is used in dedicated mode to 
avoid interference from other user processes. 

function. The test program is executed repeatedly for 
more than 22 times, with timing starting on the third itera- 
tion to exclude the warm-up effect. The minimal time, the 
maximal time, and the mean time from all processes are 
collected. To interpret the results, we focus on the maxi- 
mal time, because w e  feel it reflects the condition that all 
processes involved in the machine have finished the oper- 

We measure the wall clock time using MPI-Wtime ( 

MPI-Barrier 

MPI-Alltoall 

ation. 

processes in the same group. 

Blocks until all process have reached this routine. 

Sends data from all to all processes. 

Table 1. MPI Collective Operations Being Evaluated on Three 
Multicomputers 

I I I 

collection of processes. 

I MPI-Scatter I Sends data from one task to all other tasks in a group. 1 

In all operations, single-precision (4-Byte) floating- 
point numbers are used. In MPI, the data type of the mes- 
sage elements is always MPI-FLOAT. In our testing runs, 
we always assign only one process to each single node. 
The number of nodes (processes) used ranges from 2,4, ... 
., to 128 nodes. The message length m varies from 4, 16, . 
.., to 64 K Bytes. We were allocated with at most 64 T3D 
nodes from the Eagan Center. However, we were able to 
use up to 128 nodes from the SP2 in MHPCC and the Par- 
agon at SDSC. Therefore, only data points up to 64 nodes 
are reported in subsequent sections for the T3D, and up to 
128 nodes for the SP2 and Paragon. 

One technical difficulty is that the allocated nodes are 
often not time synchronized, each having its own clock. In 
our experiment, the time delay of a collective communica- 
tion operation is measured by the following procedure: 

barrier synchronization 
the-collective-routine-being-measured 
get start-time 
for (i=O; i < k; i++) 
( 

) 
get end-time 
local-time=(end-time-start-time)/k 
communication-time= 

maximum reduce(loca1-time) 

the-collective-routine-being-measured 

It is common that the first several runs of a test pro- 
gram take considerably longer time (sometimes 10 times 
higher) than the remaining execution runs. This is due to 
the warm-up effect, such as loading the routine and data 
into memory and cache, and initializing various buffers, 
etc. Therefore, results from the first two 1 run are ignored. 

Each node process executes a barrier. After the bar- 
rier, the collective operation is executed k times by all p 
processes involved. The average time of the k executions 
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is calculated on each process. The time for a collective 
operation is obtained through a reduction as the maximum 
of allp average timing values, one from each process. The 
test program is executed five times for each machine size 
p ,  with the value of k fixed at 20. A barrier only synchro- 
nizes the processes logically. It does not time-synchronize 
the processes. Thus the processes do not necessarily start 
to execute thefor loop at the same time. 

Aggregated bandwidth (MByteh) 

This metric reflects the maximum aggregated com- 
munication capability of the network. Using this model, 
four performance metrics are summarized in Table 2 for 
the evaluation of collective operations, in general. 

R, @) 

Table 2.Performance Metrics of Collective Communication 
Operations 

Collective messaging time (ps) 1 q m ,  p )  = T ~ @ )  + ~ ( m , p )  

3: Collective Performance Metrics 

To quantify the communication time of MPI collec- 
tive operations, we present a model which is generalized 
from the model by Xu and Hwang [31]. The model con- 
siders the overhead from both hardware and software in 
collective communications. Through the generalized 
model, we hope to reveal both the strength and weakness 
of the underlying MPI implementations. 

LetAm, p) be the aggregated message length in a col- 
lective operation. This equals to the sum of all messages 
being transmitted among all pairs of nodes in a collective 
communication operation. For example, in a broadcast 
operation, m is the length of the message broadcast fi-om 
the source node, thus Am,  p )  = m(p - 1 ), because p - 1 
destinations need to receive the same message. Similarly, 
Am, p) = m(p - 1 ) for the scatter, gather, reduce, and scan 
operations. We have Am, p )  = mp(p - 1 ) for a total 
exchange. 

The collective messaging time, T(m, p) ,  incurred 
with a collective operation is expressed as follows: 

1 Transmission delay (ps) I 

mated by measuring the collective messaging time for 
a zero-byte or a short message, depending on the 
acceptability of the empty message definition in the 
target machine. This approximation is then used to 
obtain D ( m , p )  = T ( m , p )  - T o ( p ) .  

4: Startup Latencies and Attributes 

T(m, PI = To@) + a m ,  PI (1) 

where To@) denotes the startup latency and D(m, p )  the 
transmission deIay. Both terms can be obtained by a 
curve-fitting method to be described shortly. The term 
D(m, p) is computed by: 

(2) 

where R(m, p )  is the aggregated bandwidth in MByteh. 
As a matter of fact, the inverse term, l/R(m,p), is the min- 
imum time required to pass a single byte in a collective 
operation with an aggregated message sizeflm, p). 

The R, @) introduced in Section 1 is related to R(m, 
p )  as follows: 

The startup latency, TO@), is a monotonic increasing 
function of the machine size, p .  The measured latencies of 
the three machines are plotted in Fig.1 for six collective 
hnctional types. Except the scan operation, the T3D has 
demonstrated the lowest startup latency in all collective 
operations. The lowest latency of using the T3D is 35 p s 
to broadcast a message to two nodes. On the 64-node T3D 
configuration, we measured a latency of 150 ps, 1700 
p s, 298 p s, 365 p s, 209 p s, and 253 p s for the broad- 

f (m,  PI 
D ( m , P )  R ( m , p )  

cast, total exchange, scatter, gather, scan, and reduce 

For broadcast operation, the SP2 has slightly higher 
fO (3) operations, respectively. R,(p) = lim R ( m , p )  = lim 

m+ob m + mD ( m ,  P) 
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latency than Paragon (Fig. la). The Paragon has the long- 
est latency in total exchange, scatter, gather, and reduce 
operations. However, it performs the scan operation with 
even shorter latency than the T3D (Fig. le). For collective 
operations over a small number of nodes, the SP2 ranks a 
second place in latency for the total exchange, scatter, 
and gather operations. 

Collectively messaging over large number of nodes, 
the Paragon has much greater latency than others. To 
summarize, we observe that the startup latency increases 
linearly with increase in machine size for the gather, scat- 
ter, and total exchange operations. The latency increases 
logarithmically for the broadcast, scan, reduce, and bar- 
rier operations, as larger machine configurations are used. 

The startup latency includes the software overhead 
caused by executing the kernel subsystem for message 
passing. The T3D has a lower latency with special hard- 
ware support for fast messaging, lower network latency 
(20 ns per hop as opposed to 125 ns for the SP2, and 40 ns 
for the Paragon), and the use ofprefetch queue and remote 
processor store to hide remote memory access latencies 
[l]. Although both SP2 and Paragon have ported the same 
MPICH version, the SP2 requires longer latency for lack 
of those hardware mechanisms in T3D [30]. The Paragon 
demonstrated the longest latency for two reasons: the 
longer NX messaging overhead and the routing delays in 
the 2-D mesh network [7]. 

5: Effects of Message Length 

In Fig. 2, the total messaging time, T(m, p), is plotted 
as a function of the message length, m, for all three sys- 
tems withp = 32 nodes. The time increases slowly when 
the message length is shorter than 1024 bytes for all three 
machines. Increasing the message length beyond 4 
KBytes, the transmission delay, D(m, p), becomes the 
dominant factor in the collective messaging time. For long 
messages, the total messaging time increases almost lin- 
early with respect to the increase in message length. The 
T3D clearly shows the lowest messaging time in all col- 
lective functions, except the Paragon performs the scan 
operation with less time (Fig. 2e). 

For short messages, the Paragon performs the worst 
in total exchange, scatter, and gather operations, because 
of excessive latency encountered. However, the Paragon 
performs the broadcast, total exchange, scatter, gather 
faster than the SP2 for longer messages. The SP2 requires 
much longer time in passing long messages than either 
T3D or Paragon. 

To redude long messages beyond 64 KBytes, the SP2 
shows the lowest messaging time (Fig. 20. The ranking 
order of T3D, Paragon, and SP2 in total messaging time 
have something to do with the reported network band- 

widths of 300 MBytesh, 175 MBytesh, and 40 MBytesIs, 
respectively. For example, in 64 node total exchange the 
SP2 requires 3 17 ms to transmit messages of 64 KE3ytes 
each. The total message exchanged is 256 MBytes and the 
aggregated bandwidth is 847 MBytesh. Only 33% of the 
raw aggregated bandwidth (2.56 Gbytesls = 40 MBytesI 
s x 64 nodes) was consumed. On the Paragon and T3D, it 
takes much less time to perform the same messaging oper- 
ation because of higher network bandwidth provided. 

Another reason that the T3D outperforms the others 
in handling long messages is the use of the block transfir 
engine (BLT) [IS]. This feature significantly reduce the 
amount of time to total exchange or gather large amounts 
of data among the nodes. It is interesting to observe that 
the SP2 is faster than Paragon in handling short messages. 
But for longer messages, the Paragon outperforms the SP2 
in almost all operations except the reduce operation. This 
crossover in the relative performance of the two machines 
is attributed to the fact that the Paragon uses a higher 
bandwidth network and a dedicated message processor 
(860) per node to process long messages more effec- 
tively. The long time to process short messages on the 
Paragon is mainly due to the longer startup latency experi- 
enced. 

6: Effects of Machine Size 

The relationship between the total messaging time 
and machine size is plotted in Fig. 3. The lower three 
curves correspond to a short message of 16 Bytes. The top 
three curves are for a long message of 64 KBytes. The 
time gaps between short and long messages reflects essen- 
tially the transmission delays in each functional type. 

In this section, we focus on the effects of machine 
size on the messaging time. In general, the messaging 
time grows linearly or logarithmically with respect to the 
growth of the machine size. The curves in Fig. 3 are 
obtained by actual measurements of the total messaging 
time including the startup latency. 

For short messages, these timing curves show a 
steady growth pattern and a relative ranking among the 
three machines very similar to the latency curves in Fig. 1. 
This is because the latency portion of the total communi- 
cation time is much higher than the transmission delays 
measured for such a short message of 16 Bytes. However, 
the total messaging time grows much closer to a linear 
finction of the machine size, when long messages are 
involved in the collective operations. 

For the broadcast operation in Fig. 3a, the Paragon 
performs about the same as the T3D for long messages. 
But the Paragon performs as worse as the SP2 for short 
messages. In the case of total exchange (Fig. 3b), the SP2 
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FlGURE4. Breakdown of timing results in six MPI collective operations over p=32 nodes with m=l 
KBytes per message. 
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demonstrates that it performs better than the Paragon in 
short messages. But the SP2 performs equally bad as the 
Paragon in handling long messages. 

It is interesting to observe the different ranking of the 
three machines, as the message length changes from one 
extreme to another. The switching in performance ranking 
is also sensitive to the machine size. For an example, the 
SP2 and Paragon switch in their performance ranking in 
the scatter operation (long message curves in Fig. 3d) as 
the machine size increases from 4 to 8. 

The most dramatic change in machine ranking is 
demonstrated in Fig. 3f, where the ordered ranking of 
SP2, T3D, and Paragon for long messages is replaced by 
the new order of T3D, Paragon, and SP2 for short mes- 
sages. From these results in Fig. 3, we conclude that the 
total messaging time is more sensitive to the rapid 
increase in message length than to the slow change in 
machine size. 

~~~ 

Operation 

Barrier 

7: Breakdown of Timing Results 

~ 

SP2 T3D Paragon 

123 logp - 90 0.01 1 logp + 3 147 logp - 66 

The relative performance of the six collective func- 
tions are further illustrated in Fig. 4 based on a case study 
of machines with 32 nodes and 1 KE3yte per message. We 
divide the total messaging time into two portions in each 
bar: the darkened bar showing the startup latency and the 
white bar showing the transmission delay. For the same 
collective operation, the performance ranking of the three 
machines is inversely proportional to the height of the 
bars. Obviously, the total exchange demands the longest 
time to complete. 

The T3D shows the lowest startup latency in broad- 
cast, gather, and reduce operations. The latency in Para- 
gon varies dramatically with different collective hc t ions  
performed. For example, in the total exchange and gather 
operations, the Paragon experienced 3857 p s  and 2918 
p s latencies, about 4 to 15 times greater than the SP2 and 
T3D counterparts. 

Gather 

Scatter 
Reduce 

On the other hand, Paragon experienced a compara- 
ble low latency as others in the remaining operations. In 
the case of scan, the Paragon even shows a lower latency. 
Our explanation of this phenomena is attributed to differ- 
ent collective algorithms used. The Paragon used the least 
efficient schemes to implement the total exchange and 
gather operations through the NX messaging subsystem 
in the node kernel. As the message length increases, the 
transmission delays (the white portions of the bars) will 
increase linearly. 

(3.7p+ 128)+(0.022p- 0.011)m ( 5 . 3 ~  + 30) + (0 .0047~ + 0.0084)m (48p + 15) + (0.0081 p + 0.039)m 
( 5 . 8 ~  + 77) + ( 0 . 0 3 9 ~  - 0.12)m (4 .3p+67)+(0.0057p+O.I6)m (18p+78)+(0.0031p+O.O39)m 

(63 logp + 26) + (0.016 logp + 0.071)m (34 logp + 49) + (0.061 lo@ - 0.00035)m (77 logp + 3.6) + (0.16 logp - 0.028)m 

8: Timing and Bandwidth Expressions 

We have measured the messaging times of seven col- 
lective operations. The curve-fitted timing formulas for 
these collective operations are given in Table 3. The tim- 
ing formula, T(m,p), can be used to compute the actual 
execution time of the collective operation. For example, 
the total exchange time on the T3D is expressed by 
(26p+ 8.6) + ( 0 . 0 3 8 ~ - 0 . 1 2 ) m  in ps. Given m = 512 

Bytes andp = 64, the time to perform the total exchange 
is calculated as 2.86 ms using this timing expression. 

These formulas assist us in quantifying the total exe- 
cution time of different optimization strategies in parallel 
program development. To optimize the application code, 
possible combinations of (m, p )  should be tested to 
achieve a shorter execution time or a better efficiency for 
a given problem size. 

The first part of the formula in Table 3 is the startup 
latencies of collective operations for three parallel 
machines. We observe O(1ogp) startup latency in the bar- 
rier, scan, reduce, and broadcast operations. Most algo- 
rithms for implementing collective operations were aimed 
at minimizing the number of messages sent. A treelike 
algorithm is usually employed to deliver the message. In 
EPCCMPI, an unbalanced tree is formed among the par- 
ticipating processes to perform a barrier or a broadcast 
command; while a binary tree is formed to perform 
reduce operation [6].  

Table 3.Timing Expressions for Collective Communications on Three MPPs 

I Broadcast I (55 l o g p  + 30) + (0.014 logp + 0.053)m I (23 logp + 12) + (0.013 logp - 0.0071)m I (52 logp + 15) + (0.019 lo@ - 0.022)m I 

1 scan I (100 logp - 43) + (0.001Op + 0.23)m 1 (28 logp + 41) + (0 .0046~ + 0.12)m 1 (10 logp + 73) + (0 .0033~  + 0.28)m I 
I Total EXchWF 1 (24p + 90) + ( 0 . 0 8 2 ~  - 0.29)m I (26p+8.6)+(0.038p-O.I2)m I (97 p + 82) + (0.073 p - 0.10)m I 
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For the gather, scatter, and total exchange opera- 
tions, we observe O b )  latency time, since they are either 
many-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many communi- 
cation. In these cases, O b )  stages of data communication 
are required to move the data to its final destinations. 

The second part of the formula in Table 3 is the trans- 
mission delay, D(m,p). The aggregated bandwidth, R, @) 

for various collective operations is derived using the fol- 
lowing formula: 

(4) 

This function indicates the ultimate execution rate of 
a collective operation on a machine, when m becomes sig- 
nificantly long. In Fig. 5 ,  we plot the aggregated band- 
width, Rm @), against the machine size p .  The aggregated 
bandwidth monotonically increases for all collective oper- 
ations. However, their growth rates vary from function to 
function dramatically. The aggregated bandwidth can set 
the limit on the relative performance of machines with 
different sizes. For example, the scatter operation on the 
Paragon results in the highest aggregated bandwidth (Fig. 
5c). Therefore, Paragon is expected to have shorter mes- 
saging time compared with the SP2 and T3D of the same 
size. For 64 nodes, the aggregated bandwidths of total 
exchange for T3D, Paragon, and SP2 are 1.745, 0.879, 
and 0.818 GBytesh, respectively. 

For different collective functions, the ranking of their 
aggregated bandwidths changes from function to function 
dramatically. For example, the bandwidth ranking of the 
broadcast operation is T3D, Paragon, and SP2 in 
descending order. However, the machine ranking is 
changed to a new order, SP2, T3D, and Paragon, for the 
reduce operation. The message here is that one should not 
use the machine ranking for one collective operation to 
predict the relative machine performance of another col- 
lective operation. 

9: Conclusions 

Overall, we rank the T3D the highest in collective 
messaging performance, compared with the SP2 and Para- 
gon. The T3D does uniformly best in all collective func- 
tions, with the only exception of trailing the Paragon in 
performing the scan operation on 16 nodes or more. 

Considering message length, the SP2 outperforms the 
Paragon in any short messages less than I KBytes. The 
Paragon performs better than the SP2 in long messages, 
except the reduce operation. For short messages, the SP2 
and Paragon perform about the same in the broadcast and 
barrier operations. For long messages, the T3D and SP2 

have approximately the same performance in the broad- 
cast, scatter, and reduce operations. 

The T3D is well supported by some special hardware 
features, which helped lowering the startup latency as 
well as the transmission delay of large number of mes- 
sages in a collective communication. The hardwired barri- 
ers are effective to reduce the synchronization time on the 
T3D significantly. 

The Paragon is weak in handling short messages for 
its long latency from NX overhead in collective messag- 
ing passing. This surge in latency is especially true in per- 
forming the total exchange and gather operations on the 
Paragon. The SP2 is weak in handling long messages for 
its limited network bandwidth compared with the other 
two machines. 

The accuracy of our measured timing results could be 
offset slightly by the following six factors: First, the reso- 
lution of the timer affects the accuracy of measurement. 
Second, the interference from other users in the multicom- 
puter environment affects the measurement of the dedi- 
cated applications. Third, the warm-up effect forces us to 
throw away the results from initial runs due to cold caches 
or lack of data locality. Fourth, we experienced the limita- 
tion of a small local memory, such as 16 MBytes per node 
in some of the Paragon nodes. This may lead to excessive 
page faults or disk crushes. Fifth, the runtime node alloca- 
tion affects the implementation of a collective communi- 
cation pattern. Finally, none of the three target machines 
is supported by a truly real-time operating system, our 
measurements must bear some runtime conditions. 

The aggregated bandwidth introduced by Xu and 
Hwang [31] offers a better metric to quantify the data 
transfer rate in a collective message passing operation. 
The asymptotic bandwidth by Hockney [ 131 is only effec- 
tive in characterizing point-to-point communications. We 
did not apply the active messages (Culler, et al. [25]) or 
the MPI-FM (Chien, et al. [ 191) in our benchmark experi- 
ments, because they have not being widely ported on 
those target machines we have tested. We suggest 
extended research be conducted in evaluating the use of 
active messages or fast messages in MPI applications. 

Our results should be useful to those who are devel- 
oping parallel applications on message-passing multicom- 
puters. The collective latency and messaging time 
expressions and reported numerical data can be applied in 
trade-off studies of SPMD or MPMD computations using 
collective message passing. The latency and messaging 
delays can be used to predict MPP performance as 
reported in [32]. These results on communication over- 
head can be also used in the optimization of parallel appli- 
cations on multicomputers as reported in [15, 161. We 
shall report the entire STAP benchmark performance 
results in a separate paper. 
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